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Converting Photoshop design in a Wordpress utility - like a theme or template, needs skill and basic
knowledge of using the software. That is why the PSD to Wordpress conversion has gained such
importance. You need a trained individual or preferably a company, where team work plays an
important role.

The role of these companies is to make the website as appealing and interesting as possible. If not,
the visitors will even hardly matter to stay there. Making the visitors stay on your website needs a
powerful and creative vision to convert PSD to Wordpress. This conversion is the root of the entire
designing and will spell either success or disaster for your website.

Now, after taking you through the nuts and bolts of what the companies need to look into when
designing websites, here are the top five tips that will help you convert PSD to Wordpress.

Study the files before proceeding

It is important that the professionals who are working on the PSD files, study them in detail before
actually proceeding with the conversion. These people are required to make an analysis of two
things - the format and the content of the PSD files. Only then it will be worthwhile to carry on as it
will give an idea of the troubles that are likely to rise.

The actual process of converting files

After studying the files, the practical process of converting the files starts. The conversion can be in
any of the HTML formats that are widely used today. This step is the starting place of the entire
designing process. The original file is broken down in an HTML format the suitable tags are used
according to the needs. The breaking down of the files and converting them in HTML form is the
most difficult process. So, an experienced PSD to HTML/Wordpress professional should be given
the priority of handling this job.

The Wordpress theme

This is a key step as it becomes necessary for the files to go well with the Wordpress themes. This
is where you can choose the Wordpress theme of your choice.

Integration into theme

Once the conversion from Photoshop file to an HTML form has taken place, the next step involves
integrating the html file into wordpress theme.

The final steps

Once the above steps are finished, it is the time to test the pages for w3c errors and cross browser
compatibility.

Make sure that you have the error free PSD to CSS/HTML code before integrating into wordpress
theme. Only then you can have a perfect and error free website.
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